Ambient mass spectrometry-mass spectrometric analysis with no or minimal effort for sample preparation-has experienced a very rapid development during the last 5 years, with many different methods now available for ionization. Here, we review its range of applications, the hurdles encountered for its quantitative use, and the proposed mechanisms for ion formation. Clearly, more effort needs to be put into investigation of matrix effects, into defining representative sampling of heterogeneous materials, and into understanding and controlling the underlying ionization mechanisms. Finally, we propose a concept to reduce the number of different acronyms describing very similar embodiments of ambient mass spectrometry. (J Am Soc Mass
A mbient mass spectrometry is defined as mass spectrometric analysis with no or minimal effort for sample preparation, using direct sampling and ionization at ambient conditions [1] . Note that this is different from atmospheric pressure ionization: for example, for atmospheric pressure MALDI-MS, the sample still needs to be mixed and co-crystallized with matrix, or for ESI-MS, another very popular atmospheric pressure ionization method, dissolution of the sample and, often, desalting steps are necessary. Many MS specialists expected their field to "plateau at a high level" after the introduction and successful commercialization of MALDI and ESI, and the recognition of these achievements with the chemistry Nobel prize in 2002. However, perhaps fueled by the availability of excellent and very sensitive instrumentation and/or by the fact that the MS field has attracted many brilliant minds, the surge continued and is still continuing. In the last years, there has been a flurry of developments, most notably the introduction of sources for ambient mass spectrometry, including desorption by electrospray ionization (DESI) [2] , direct analysis in real time (DART) [3] , extractive electrospray ionization (EESI) [4, 5] , secondary electrospray ionization (SESI) [6, 7] , and many combinations of desorption with postionization methods working at atmospheric pressure (for a review, see [8] ). No less than 25 different ambient surface desorption/postionization methods for the analysis of medium to low volatility compounds have been described in the literature in the last few years! Another fascinat-ing development that took place in parallel was the development of portable or miniaturized mass spectrometers [9 -14] . An entire issue of this journal [JASMS 2008, 19(10) ] has been devoted to this topic under the heading "Harsh Environment Mass Spectrometry" [12, 13, [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . Although all of the field-portable mass spectrometers available nowadays are less powerful in terms of sensitivity, mass range, and mass resolving power than their laboratory-based counterparts, the vision is clearly to combine suitable atmospheric pressure sources with portable mass spectrometers to run analyses in subway systems, airports, at sports events, in restaurants, supermarkets, wholesale markets, and perhaps in the future even in the average home.
Samples Accessible for Analysis by Ambient Ionization Techniques
Ambient mass spectrometry has opened the door for detection of trace chemicals in complex matrices, using minimal or no sample preparation. The samples usually maintain their original chemical/physical/biological states without external interference before ionization [1, 23] . Biological [24 -27] , pharmaceutical [4, 28 -30] , environmental [31] [32] [33] [34] , food [35] [36] [37] [38] , and forensic samples [39 -42] have been successfully examined by ambient mass spectrometry; typical examples of such analyses have been summarized in recent reviews [1, 8, 43, 44] . Although the chemical composition and origins of samples can change dramatically in different studies, solid surfaces, solutions, and liquid mixtures are usually the states to be characterized by ambient mass spectrometry. Solid surfaces are classic samples for analysis by DESI [2] and similar techniques such as DART [3] , desorption-atmospheric pressure chemi-cal ionization (DAPCI) [45, 46] , dielectric barrier discharge ionization (DBDI) [47] , and ionization by a lowtemperature plasma (LTP) [48] . Theoretically, there are no restrictions with respects to sample geometry, size, and weight. In reality, however, these parameters are limited by the source design, which can vary considerably for different techniques.
Ion production relies heavily on the molecular interaction/charge-transfer process occurring on the sample surface (discussed in detail later in the Mechanism section). The primary ions (e.g., protonated reagent species) are generated using electrospray ionization (e.g., DESI, SESI, EESI), a corona discharge (e.g., DAPCI, DBDI), or a plasma torch (e.g., LTP). Metastable atoms created using discharge techniques (e.g., glowto-corona discharge) [49, 50] are generally believed to be responsible for ionization in DART [3] , being the species that initiate ion-molecule reactions and that trigger charge and proton transfer reactions. For most techniques, the reagent ion beam is restricted within a diameter less than 0.1 cm. Thus, the samples surface area is no more than 1 cm 2 in most cases. A large sampling area is desirable for many applications such as high throughput screening. A sampling spot larger than 5 cm 2 has been demonstrated for cocaine detection using LTP [48] . Using a reasonably low power, however, it might be difficult to maintain stable plasma at low temperature to cover a large area. For a plasma torch of a big diameter, the temperature at the center of a plasma beam can be much higher than that at the edges because of the heat accumulation inside the large plasma beam. In such a case, heat sensitive surfaces may be damaged and release pyrolysis products, resulting in extra efforts required for interpreting the spectral data. Large area (2.5 cm 2 ) analysis has been demonstrated using DESI [51] , without pyrolysis effect. However, directly analyzing large surface areas is still challenging for many ambient surface ionization techniques [51] .
On the other hand, by utilizing a particularly small diameter reagent ion beam, applications have been demonstrated to obtain spatially resolved chemical information with ambient mass spectrometry [41, [52] [53] [54] . By moving the sample, two-dimensional information is available, allowing sensitive imaging by ambient mass spectrometry. To date, DESI is the most successful technique for such imaging applications [23, 28, 52] . The spatial resolution that can be reached by DESI-MS is about 250 m [23, 52, 55] , recently has reached 40 m [56] . Further improvements in resolution are imaginable for DESI imaging [57, 58] . When the diameter of a reagent ion beam is reduced, less sample is interrogated and, thus, the signal intensity is also reduced. Therefore, it is always desirable to enhance the sensitivity of ambient mass spectrometry.
A different issue is highly specific detection in imaging experiments, which can be achieved using tandem MS or MS n experiments to exclude false positive signals. A tandem MS method with ionization by DAPCI has been developed to visualize the distribution of melamine in egg samples [59] , resulting in a twodimensional molecular image with a spatial resolution ca. 0.06 mm 2 .
So far, mostly two-dimensional images have been recorded using ambient mass spectrometry. A notable exception is the work in the group of Vertes, in which depth profiling with LAESI was performed [60] , a distinct step towards generating three-dimensional molecular images [61] with high sensitivity, specificity, and throughput.
Most ambient ionization techniques are essentially noninvasive for solid surface analysis. For cases where the matrix is dissolved, e.g., by the impinging electrospray droplets in DESI, material loss from the sample is detectable. For example, using methanol/water as the spray solvent, the total mass of a pharmaceutical tablet decreased by about 1 mg after subjecting it to a DESI source for a few minutes [4, 62] . For other solid surfaces, including paper, clothes, plastics, metal, etc., there is no significant material loss reported using ambient mass spectrometry. This feature renders ambient mass spectrometry ideally suitable to investigate the outermost layer of a solid surface. Chipuk and Brodbelt have introduced a transmission mode DESI source where the electrospray is not deflected off of a surface but instead is transmitted through a mesh that carries the sample [63] . According to these authors, this configuration works well for liquid samples and needs less optimization of angles and distances than standard DESI.
Complex liquid matrices can also be analyzed by techniques such as DESI, DART, and DAPCI etc. once the liquid is dried on a surface. Alternatively, liquid mixtures can be directly analyzed using EESI [64 -66] or similar techniques [67] . In EESI, a neutral liquid sample is dispersed into a charged plume formed by electrospraying pure solvent (e.g., an acetic acid/methanol water solution). Analyte molecules undergo interactions and collisions with the charged ESI droplets and become ionized in an ESI-like fashion for further mass spectral analysis. Ion suppression effects by the matrix are drastically reduced, because the matrix is dispersed over a relatively large-volume. This results in a high tolerance of EESI for complex matrices. For example, untreated biological materials such as raw urine or milk can be directly infused to generate constant signal for hours [66, 68, 69] . Another significant merit of EESI is that the sample is isolated from any high voltage and can be located far way from the EESI source. This renders EESI attractive for real-time on-line, and even remote analysis. Theoretically, the distance between the bulk liquid reservoir and the EESI source has no restriction; however, the longer the sample transfer line, the longer the transfer time and, thus, the slower the response is. Our preliminary results showed that a delay in signal response of about 6 s was observed when a 10-m sample transfer line was used. Of course this delay depends on the flow rate, i.e., it might be reduced when the flow rate is increased.
For homogeneous liquid solutions, the fraction of the bulk solution, which is sampled for EESI-MS analysis reflects the composition of the whole sample. For heterogeneous liquid mixtures which can also be handled by EESI-MS, the composition might vary with the sampling location [70] . EESI is not intrinsically a tool for surface analysis, because filling the sample transfer line (e.g., a fused silica capillary) requires a few M liquid sample. However, using a neutral desorption sampling technique, biological sample surfaces [5, [71] [72] [73] [74] and the surface of a hanging liquid droplet [75] have been successfully investigated by EESI-MS. For the hanging droplet experiment, the data suggests that a volume of liquid, which is probably representative of the bulk sample is liberated using the neutral gas beam [75] .
Material can also be liberated from inside a liquid sample [70] by a microjetting mechanism [76, 77] . In this case, liquid droplets representing the molecular composition of the bulk sample are transported by a stream of nitrogen gas into the EESI source [5, 65, 66, 68, 71, 75, 78, 79] , followed by ionization and detection. As a result, liquids with complex chemical compositions and high viscosities (e.g., serum, honey, edible oils, crude oils, ionic liquids, toothpaste, etc.) can be directly characterized without sample pretreatment. Thus, neutral desorption EESI-MS is able to obtain the molecular information on both volatile and nonvolatile compounds in complex mixtures of high viscosity samples.
Case Study I: Direct Detection of Melamine in Milk by Ambient Ionization MS
In September 2008, infant formula that was illegally adulterated with melamine led to health problems of thousands of infants in China. This accident received attention from all over the world and, thus, melamine is a currently hot analyte in food quality monitoring. The analytical issues are that milk is a relatively complex matrix, and that detection limits in the high ppb range are required. Several different ionization methods were employed to approach this analytical problem.
The first study was completed using DART in 2007 [80] . Melamine in either liquid or powdered milk samples was extracted using methanol and then dried on the surface of a glass probe, which was positioned directly in the DART ion source. A detection limit of tens of ppbs was achieved. By heating the milk up to 180°C, Shiea and coworkers detected the melamine ion signal (m/z 127) with fused-droplet electrospray ionization (FD-ESI) mass spectrometry [81] . The detection limit was lower than 0.05 ppm, which is quite good. However, these workers detected the melamine ion signal in almost all the milk samples investigated, even in expressed human breast milk. The same was true for dissolved milk powder from a range of origins; again, the analysis was done by heating the milk followed by FD-ESI MS. Their preliminary conclusion was therefore that heating the milk to 180°C might generate mel-amine or another interfering substance. When electrospray laser desorption/ionization (ELDI) was used to detect melamine in milk without sample pretreatment (heating, in this case), the detection limit was 5 ppm, higher than the safety level (2.5 ppm) [82] . Untreated liquid milk can be directly infused into EESI for sensitive analysis [66] . Alternatively, milk can be introduced into an EESI source for quantitative melamine detection [64] using an ultrasonic transducer for sample nebulization ( Figure 1 ). This resulted in a very short analysis time, around 30 s/sample. For powdered samples, such as wheat gluten and milk powder, a rapid extraction by methanol was performed, and the extract was then directly subjected to ultrasound-assisted EESI-MS, resulting in a limit of detection (LOD) of 200 ϳ 300 ppb for melamine in various food samples [64] . Powdered milk samples were also directly analyzed by LTP-MS [38] , with an excellent LOD of 6 ppb. The time required for analysis was also about 30 s; however, analysis of liquid milk was not demonstrated using LTP-MS. Trace amounts of melamine in powdered/liquid milk [37, 59] and in a slice of a cooked egg [59] can be semiquantitatively detected by using DAPCI-MS. The LOD for melamine was in the low ppb range when a high desorption temperature (150 ϳ 200°C) was used. The experimental data suggest that melamine strongly binds to proteins in food samples such as milk products and cooked egg white. In such a case, the desorption efficiency must be improved to ensure highly sensitive detection. As demonstrated for melamine detection, the sensitivity was significantly enhanced when a high desorption temperature was used such as in LTP [38] or DAPCI [37, 59] .
Melamine is detected in protonated form in all the studies performed using ambient mass spectrometry. Different fragmentation patterns of protonated melamine (m/z 127) were observed using different ionization techniques, probably because the total energy deposited onto the product ions were quite different. These differences in the data obtained with DAPCI, ESI, and DESI at different operation conditions were discussed by Yang et al. [37] . The data available showed that plasma based techniques such as LTP and DAPCI deposit more energy than other ESI-based ambient ionization techniques into the protonated melamine molecules. This fact indicates that the predominant chemistry and the physical process differ for each ionization technique, such that ambient mass spectrometry could become a tool to investigate chemistry occurring under ambient conditions.
One also needs to distinguish simple detection of melamine (or isobaric interferences) at m/z ϭ 127 versus more complex MS experiments for positive identification of melamine. Accurate mass measurements, tandem mass spectrometry experiments, or other confirmatory experiments have been used in some studies to exclude false positives [37, 38, 59, 80] in studies of melamine contamination of milk products. For example, in powdered milk, 5-hydroxymethylfurfural (HMF; molecular weight ϭ 126) gives a predominant peak at m/z 127, which is a typical false positive signal interfering with the detection of melamine in milk products [37, 59] . In tandem mass spectrometry, the dissociation pattern of HMF ions differs from that of protonated melamine [37] .
Case Study II: Direct Detection of Explosives on "Real World" Surfaces
Homeland security and public safety are interesting fields of application for ambient mass spectrometry, especially the rapid detection of explosives [83, 84] and of illicit drugs [51, 85] . Basically, every ambient technique has been used to detect explosives on various surfaces. The first application of ambient mass spectrometry to explosives detection was by Cooks and coworkers in early 2005, using DESI [83] . It was shown that DESI, like a trained dog, detects low nanogram amounts of explosives, such as TNT and RDX, on various surfaces without any prior sample treatment [83] . Following this study, a selective ion/molecule reaction was implemented in the DESI process to improve the specificity and sensitivity for explosives detection [86] . This work was cited over 100 times in about 4 years, showing the high impact of ambient MS in the field of explosive detection. DESI has been used for remote explosive detection since the ambient ions can be sampled from several meters away from the ion entrance of the mass spectrometer [87] . The first unambiguous detection of TATP, another popular explosive, which cannot be detected using conventional methods since it contains no nitro group, was also accomplished by DESI [84] . Explosives are nonvolatile compounds with extremely low vapor pressure, and are likely to accumulate on various surfaces. DESI successfully detected explosives on a wide variety of surfaces, such as paper, leather, plastics, metal [86] , human skin [88] , textiles [89] , etc., showing its versatility in this area.
Using the classic open-air DESI source, subnanogram quantities of explosives can now be detected. Using a novel geometry-independent DESI source [90] , the sensitivity of DESI for explosives detection can be further improved.
A low LOD in the detection of explosive can alternatively be achieved using DAPCI since chemical ionization has a higher ionization efficiency than ESI in most cases. For example, the LODs of most explosives were in the sub-picogram range on various surfaces tested [46, 91] . The difference in sensitivity can be ascribed to the different formation mechanisms of analyte ions by these techniques, convoluted by differences in ion transmission from the source to the mass spectrometer. A direct comparison is therefore difficult. Besides DAPCI, many other ambient techniques, such as DBDI [47] , LTP [48, 92] , DART [93] , ELDI [94] , SESI [95] , and EESI [72, 74] etc. have been employed to detect explosives on surfaces or in solution. These techniques provide good analytical performance, similar to that of DESI, particularly in terms of sensitivity and specificity. To date, only DESI [87] and EESI [72] have shown their capabilities for selective ionization and remote analysis, both of which are critical features for mass spectrometric detection of explosives, chemical warfare agents, and for biohazard investigations.
As mentioned above, the chemical and physical processes could differ for different ambient ionization techniques. This was in fact observed in many studies on explosives. For example, TNT (MW 227) was detected as the deprotonated negative ions (m/z 226) ( Figure 2a ) using LTP [48, 92] . More extensively fragmented ions such as m/z 197 were detected as the most abundant peak (Figure 2c ) in the full scan mass spectra recorded using DBDI [47] . On-line single-particle aerosol mass spectrometry (SPAMS) detected deprotonated TNT ions as the base peak [96] , with no or low abundance of the radical anions (m/z 227). Both signals of TNT (i.e., m/z 226 and 227) ( Figure 2b) were detectable using DAPCI [46] and DART [93] as well; the ratio of these two signals varied with the working conditions of the source. In contrast, the radical anion (m/z 227) was detected as the base peak of TNT using DESI ( Figure  2d ), and EESI (Figure 2e ). Interestingly, the deprotonated TNT signal (m/z 226) was exclusively observed in SESI (Figure 2f ), suggesting that the mechanism of SESI is quite different from DESI or EESI. TNT radical anions were also exclusively observed in single photon ionization mass spectrometry ( Figure 2g ) [97, 98] . The relative abundance of the various signals in the mass spectra thus depend on how and how much energy is deposited into the ions. These data rationalize that electrospray-based ambient ionization techniques are generally gentler for explosives detection than corona discharge-based techniques.
Standardization: From Concept to Real Life
A glance at the literature of ambient ionization techniques clearly shows that it is dominated by proof-ofprinciple studies. The burden of promoting such applicability into standardization, however, has not found such a powerful thrust. This requires not only a systematic study of the reliability of qualitative approaches but also a rigorous characterization of quantitative methods. For example, it is one of the main clear advantages of ambient ionization techniques that analysis may be performed without sample preparation. Nevertheless, it is natural that the matrix hosting the analyte of interest should have an effect on the analysis, but systematic studies on matrix effects are rare. In this section we will illustrate the hurdles encountered in quantitative analysis via ambient ionization techniques and some efforts to overcome them.
The use of an internal standard in ambient mass spectrometry was already shown in the first publication on DESI [2] . In a more recent example, Ifa and coworkers reported on the quantitative analysis by DESI of small molecules samples spotted on PTFE surfaces with different roughness [99] . The dependence of the ion signal on the type of substrate onto which the sample is spotted is the first indication that quantitation/monitoring may not be as straightforward as implied. This phenomenon is not only characteristic of DESI; for example, in DAPPI it has been shown that the signal is influenced by the substrate thermal conductivity [100] and it is not far fetched to assume that other techniques relying to some extent on thermal mechanisms for desorption will be subject to the same phenomenon. Ifa et al. used internal standards to correct for differences in spot sizes and drying processes during DESI analysis [99] . They found an inter-day precision of 13% for 0.01 M propranolol (better than 7% for higher concentrations) and an inter-day accuracy better than Ϯ7%.
Internal standards, however, should be used with caution. For example, Nyadong et al. showed that the internal standard-to-analyte ratios in DESI tablet analysis have a dependence on the tablet's hardness [101] . Moreover, Yu et al. found that adding an internal standard to samples in rat plasma matrix did not significantly improve the precision and accuracy of DART analysis [24] . They showed that at 2 ng/mL benzoylecgonine, triplicate measurements without internal standard yielded 12% bias with respect to the standard concentration (better than 6% above 20 ng/ mL) and 34% coefficient of variance (better than 12% above 5 ng/mL). In an alternative DESI quantitative approach, Nyadong and coworkers took advantage of competitive reactions between crown ethers (added to the DESI solution) and the analyte (oseltamivir) where the abundance ratio of the formed complexes depends on the amount of analyte present [102] .
Since the inception of ambient ionization techniques has been apparent that the sampling geometry can greatly influence the signal intensities. Thus, one aspect that has greatly improved the reproducibility is the use of autosamplers, which maintain parameters such as the source-sample distance and angle as well as the samplemass spectrometer inlet distance and angle constant.
A more subtle issue is that of matrix effects. These may not only arise during desorption, but also in the ionization process. Jackson et al. showed evidence of matrix effects, including suppression, in the analysis of E. coli extracts via DESI [103] . Such interferences in DESI could be alleviated through the use of in situ ambient chemical reactions, such that the specificity and sensitivity of detection is improved [103] . Other ambient ionization techniques are not exempt from matrix effects. Yu et al. studied the effect of different biological matrices on the observed signal via DART analysis [24] . These authors showed how the verapamil analyte signal can be reduced (compared with that in neat solvent) to 50% in bile, and to 3% in brain tissue homogenate. An extreme case reported was that of testosterone in rat plasma where the signal was reduced to 0.4% of the neat solvent signal, however, the authors proposed to use protein precipitation which improved the signal reduction to 9.6% of the neat solvent signal. Jecklin et al. also showed how the limits of determination vary when analyzing pesticides in different fruit juice matrices via flowing atmospheric-pressure afterglow (FAPA) coupled to tandem mass spectrometry [104] (see Figure 3 ). It is worth noting that background intensities were not the major contributors to the observed changes.
The above examples serve to show that matrix effects must be taken into account in ambient ionization techniques. We propose that the field of ambient ionization is reaching a certain point of maturity where matrix effects studies need to be conducted to enhance the applicability of the various methods and can even help to elucidate details of the underlying mechanisms. Finally, it should be recognized that ambient ionization techniques yield a given type of information which may not be always applicable to current standards in, for example, environmental or food policy, which are customized for benchmark techniques such as chromatographic methods. For instance, the maximum residue levels of pesticides allowed in foods are given in concentration (wt/wt) but the standard procedures consist of homogenizing the samples and performing extractions before analysis. On the other hand, if one were to analyze a fruit directly via ambient ionization techniques, one would have to choose between analyzing the skin, the flesh, and other parts such as the seeds. Jecklin and coworkers used a FAPA source for the rapid screening of pesticides in foodstuff [104] . Not all their samples exhibited the above mentioned issue, for example, fruit juices are fairly homogeneous. However, it is difficult to compare the detection limits obtained from fruit skin/peel to the maximum residue levels allowed. It may not be as straightforward as taking into account the whole weight of the fruit because it has been shown that the concentration of different contaminants can vary between a fruit's flesh and skin [105] . Concerning rapid screening, if a pesticide is below the limit of detection on the skin of a given fruit it could still be possible that a concentration higher than the permitted one exists in the flesh of the fruit. Garcia-Reyes et al. used DESI to perform direct analysis of agrochemicals in fruit peels but also analyzed the extracts from fruits/ vegetables [35] . The latter approach permitted a fairer comparison of the results obtained by DESI and LC-ESI-MS. Thus, benchmarking ambient ionization techniques against established standard methods is to a certain degree a problem of representative sampling. It is apparent that either the analyte distribution between sample compartments needs to be considered more carefully or some degree of sample preparation is required (homogenization and/or extraction). This is an important point to contemplate in this case.
In Vivo Analysis
Another very promising field of application for ambient ionization techniques is in vivo analysis. One of the first examples was a DESI study, which generated mass spectral fingerprints from flowers, plants, and human skin surfaces [2] . Charged droplets from the primary ESI source impact the surface of a living object, and metabolites and airborne compounds accumulated on the surface become detectable. DESI works with many solvents, including water. However, the ionization efficiency for primary ion production in ESI using pure water is low due to the high surface tension of water. Organic solvents such as methanol are usually added into the electrospray solution to achieve the best performance of DESI. Obviously, solutions containing a high percentage of organic solvents are not perfectly compatible for in vivo characterization of biological surfaces, especially for diagnosis of patients with aller-gies. Other techniques such as DAPCI utilize water to efficiently generate the reagent ions [45, 46, 59, 106] and, thus, have been proposed for in vivo characterization of biological surfaces. However, people might be afraid and thus behave abnormally once they see that a "bright fire" (i.e., a high voltage plasma) contacting their skin. The spectra might in this case show unexpected biological responses.
In neutral desorption EESI, living objects are interrogated by a gentle gas stream, much further away from the ESI plume, resulting in neither chemical contamination nor charged particle bombardment of the sample [34, 64, 65, 70, 72, 107, 108] . Using a nitrogen or air beam, biological surfaces can be sampled noninvasively and the desorbed products can be transferred along a long tube for remote EESI ionization/detection [71] [72] [73] [74] 79] . Therefore, EESI is intrinsically convenient for in vivo analysis, particularly for cases where the samples do not tolerate chemical contamination or interaction with charged particles. Samples with different surfaces, geometries, and sizes can be directly analyzed without tedious source optimization when a sealable ND device [72] is used for sampling. Thus, EESI allows optimal safety and high throughput for in vivo analysis.
Mechanistic Studies
Most of the publications in the field of ambient ionization MS deal with novel applications. This is important because the wide applicability spectrum of ambient ionization methods is one of the characteristics that have drawn so much attention to the field. On the other hand, not nearly as much attention has been paid to studying the underlying mechanisms characteristic of each technique. This may be one reason why some techniques have different acronyms rather than being recognized as very closely related or even virtually identical. Revealing such fundamental processes are important not only for academic (and terminology) purposes but also to enhance the analytical performance. In this section, we will revisit several ambient ionization methods and review the proposed mechanisms, some of which have only been put forth very recently. The different techniques and their acronyms are compiled in Table 1 , according to the dominant desorption/volatilization and ionization processes.
Spray Based Techniques
The ionization mechanism in DESI has been proposed to be identical to the one characteristic of ESI as evidenced through experimental comparison of corresponding ion internal energies [109] . In brief, the charged droplets evaporate and are subjected to Coulomb explosion processes where ions are generated via ion evaporation or charge residue mechanisms.
Desorption processes in DESI, on the other hand, are very distinctive. A droplet pickup mechanism has been suggested and several studies have shown supporting results [110 -112] . Phase Doppler anemometry (PDA) was performed on surface-impinging (primary) droplets and progeny (secondary) droplets under typical DESI conditions [110] . The primary droplets exhibit average diameters between 2-4 m and typical velocities of 120 m/s. This excludes the possibility of direct sputtering through momentum transfer or ionization via shockwave formation. The secondary droplet diameters ranged from 0.5 m (the limit of the PDA instrument) to 10 m, with the larger/slower droplets found at greater heights from the surface and the smaller/ faster droplets found closer to the surface. Furthermore, when performing a typical DESI experiment the surface under question is wetted and this is clearly evidenced by visual inspection. Bereman and Muddiman reported a delay in the ion current at the onset of a DESI experiment [113] . This delay is attributed to the time required for dissolving the analyte from the surface into the liquid layer. Costa and Cooks used computational fluid dynamics to model droplet formation and transport processes in DESI [111, 112] (Figure 4 ). They found that by simulating droplet-thin film collisions, a very good agreement of size, velocity, and angular distribu-tions could be reached with the results obtained experimentally via PDA. This agreement was reached even when electrostatic forces were not taken into account. Their contribution can thus be considered to be minimal and these authors conclude that stochastic momentumtransfer events between primary droplets and the liquid layer are the dominant process in the production of analyte-containing droplets. The shallow optimum "take off" angle for detection is attributed to the smaller droplets being closer to the surface which can be carried by the nebulizing gas jet, as well as to desolvation effects.
It becomes evident that the hydrophilic (or hydrophobic) properties of the substrate used for DESI is an important factor when the requirement for a solvent layer formation on the surface is taken into account [114] . In addition, the electrical conductivity of the substrate also plays a significant role because if a higher amount of charge can be maintained by the substrate it will result in secondary droplets with more charges.
While studying the effects of operating parameters in DESI it was noted that the ion signal intensity does not drop to zero in the absence of an electrospray voltage [41] . This effect is attributed to production of charged primary droplets through a sonic spray mechanism. This mode of operation was first dubbed desorption sonic spray ionization (DeSSI) [115] and later renamed easy ambient sonicspray ionization (EASI) [116] . Although no fundamental studies specific for the sonic spray mode are available, the use of charged primary droplets should lead to a very similar (if not identical) desorption mechanism to DESI involving droplet/surface-liquid film momentum transfer.
Plasma Based Techniques
Plasmas are partially ionized gases that can have varying characteristics according to their operating conditions. Some of the major differences between plasma based techniques reside in how the plasma is generated and what kind of reagent species are used for desorption/ionization. In early 2005, DAPCI was first implemented by replacing a DESI source with a corona source [83] . Thus, reagent ions generated in the corona source region are aimed at the sample, and all reaction products present in typical APCI experiments are observable [91] . APCI ionization mechanisms are well documented and thus outside the scope of this Critical Insight. In atmosphericpressure solids analysis probe (ASAP) [117] desorption is achieved by impinging the sample with a stream of hot nitrogen gas (350 -500°C) inside the chamber of a commercial APCI source. Thus, desorption is achieved by thermal mechanisms and once again ionization patterns typical of APCI are observed.
When DART was reported in early 2005 [3] , it was not really clear what type of discharge was utilized, but according to the typical conditions (voltages up to 5 kV and low currents) a corona discharge seemed to be operating. Shelley and coworkers have recently determined that according to the characteristic current/ voltage curves, the plasma in DART is a corona-to-glow transitional discharge [49] . One aspect that makes DART unique compared with other plasma based techniques is that the ionic species generated in the plasma source are filtered to prevent ion-ion recombination losses. The reactive species in the gas stream coming out of the source are mainly highly excited neutrals, for example vibronically excited nitrogen for N 2 plasma gas or He(2 3 S) metastables for the more commonplace He plasma gas. The reported positive ion background mass spectra are dominated by protonated water clusters [3, 49] , which are proposed to form via Penning ionization according to [3] :
These water clusters are the reactants for proton transfer ionization via Kebarle's water displacement reaction [118] :
In the case of negative ionization it was first proposed that electrons coming from Penning ionization of neutrals or surfaces are thermalized thus favoring electron capture processes [3] . A recent study compared negative ionization DART to negative ionization atmospheric pressure photoionization (APPI) using over 42 different compounds [93] . It was found that ionization products for both techniques are very similar and as such four ionization mechanisms were proposed including electron capture, electron capture dissociation, proton transfer, and anion attachment. This is supported by previously reported negative ion DART background spectra containing O 2
Ϫ species and clusters containing water and oxygen [3] .
The desorption in the case of volatile species is through thermal mechanisms. IR thermography measurements of a microscope slide exposed to the afterglow of a corona-glow transitional discharge (such as the one in DART but without any additional grids and electrodes) showed a peak temperature of 55°C [49] ( Figure 5 ). Thus, higher gas temperatures (up to 250°C) in DART are achieved only through additional heating of the source. For nonvolatile analytes a reactive desorption mechanism involving protonated water clusters collisions with the sample surface, analogous to chemical sputtering, has been proposed [119] . Nevertheless, there is little experimental evidence giving direct support to this hypothesis.
Transport phenomena in DART have been recently studied via finite element method simulations [119] ( Figure 6 ). The gas flow velocity at the exit of the source was calculated to be in the order of 1 m/s. A larger amount of gas stream lines flowing upward in the sampling region was attributed to the formation of a lower gas density region resulting from the heated helium gas and dissipated heat from the source thus giving a higher-velocity upward gas flow. This is im- Figure 5 . IR thermography images of microscope slide exposed to gas stream emanating from FAPA source (a) and a DART source (b). With permission from [49] , Copyright 2009, Elsevier BV. portant because simulations showed that the greatest particle flow toward the mass spectrometer sampling cone takes place when a sample tablet is underneath and closest to the exit of the DART source. The orientation of the tablet also plays a crucial role in the calculated particle flows whose trend agrees with experimentally observed ion signal intensities. The temperature maps showed a gradient of ϳ30°C from the exit of the DART source to the tip of the sampling cone. The lower sensitivities observed experimentally at higher DART grid voltages (250 -300 V) were attributed to the ions attaining sufficiently high velocity magnitudes, as calculated based on simulations of the electric field, and being directed in trajectories not converging at the sampling orifice.
Another type of plasma sustained at atmospheric pressure used in ambient ionization sources is the glow discharge [32, 120, 121] . Plasma-assisted desorption/ ionization (PADI) is based on a nonthermal rf plasma needle, originally designed for treatment of biomaterials, classified as a glow discharge under the reported operating conditions [122] . The sample in this case is intended to be "in direct contact with the active part of the plasma" [120] . Thus, positive ion production mechanisms have been proposed to include electron impact ionization, Penning ionization, charge-transfer, and proton-transfer reactions. In the case of negative ion formation electron capture and dissociative electron capture and proton transfer have been proposed. Mass spectra featuring [M ϩ H] ϩ and [M Ϫ H] Ϫ support proton transfer mechanisms [120] . Suggested desorption mechanisms include He metastable energytransfer, ion impact and radical-surface interactions, however, experimental evidence to corroborate any of these processes is lacking.
In FAPA [49] , known formerly as the atmospheric pressure glow discharge (APGD) flowing afterglow [32, 121] , the recombining flow from a direct current discharge operated in the glow-to-arc transition phase [49, 123] , generally with He gas, is used for desorption/ ionization. The background spectra are dominated by water clusters, NO ϩ , N 2 ϩ and O 2 ϩ [32, 49] . In addition to direct He metastable Penning ionization of water clus- to water cluster formation, as in APCI, according to [124] . Ionization can then take place via proton transfer (water displacement reaction) and charge exchange or other ion-molecule reactions. Thermally induced desorption mechanisms for volatile species are supported by IR thermography experiments where maximum temperatures around 235°C were found on a microscope slide substrate exposed to the afterglow showed under typical operating conditions [49] . Andrade et al. proposed that direct desorption via He metastable collisions with the surface may not be very significant because it is unlikely that such species will be able to reach the surface since they can react so efficiently with so many ambient moieties, however, reactive desorption through background ions may be a more likely process for nonvolatile species [121] . Nevertheless, such mechanisms still need experimental verification. Dielectric barrier discharges (DBD) have also found their way into ambient ionization mass spectrometry. DBDs consist of microdischarge filaments of nanosecond duration, as opposed to glow discharges which have no radial localization, which results in little gas heating due to their short duration and limited charge transport and energy dissipation. It is worth noting that the same electrode configuration can give rise to a filamentary or glow discharge depending on the operating conditions (gas, voltage, frequency) and the distinction has to be determined experimentally. In dielectric barrier discharge ionization (DBDI) an alternating voltage (20.3 kHz, up to 4.5 kV p-p ) is used to generate a discharge between a needle and a sheet electrode where a dielectric material (glass slide) in between is used to deposit the sample to be desorbed and ionized [125] . Positive ion and negative ion DBDI mass spectra support proton transfer ionization mechanisms, but a comprehensive study to examine several other suggested ionization as well as desorption mechanisms is still needed [47, 125] . In the low-temperature plasma (LTP) probe, a grounded wire electrode is centered axially inside a glass tube whose outside wall is surrounded with the powered electrode [48] . The plasma gas flow is used to transport the plasma generated species for desorption/ionization purposes. The differences in the mass spectra of the same analytes obtained with different plasma gasses give some clues about the underlying ionization pathways. For example, analyte fragmentation was observed with N 2 or air while no fragmentation was observed with He or Ar which suggests direct Penning ionization is not very significant and chargetransfer could account for fragmentation. An interesting feature is that control over the fragmentation patterns was observed by varying the interelectrode distance, which is attributed to increases in the accelerating field for the plasma ions involved in the desorption process. A more comprehensive study is also needed for showing more supporting evidence for ionization and desorption mechanisms. In addition, the nature of the discharge, filamentary or diffuse, is not completely clear.
In desorption atmospheric pressure photoionization (DAPPI), the photons produced in a discharge lamp are used for ionization of analytes directly or indirectly through reactive species of a heated solvent impinged on the surface [29] . Atmospheric pressure photoionization mechanisms are well documented and depend heavily on the ionization energies, proton and electron affinities of analytes and solvents used. A recent study on DAPPI has confirmed several ionization pathways through the use of different solvents [100] . For example, in positive ion mode anisole and toluene solvents yield proton transfer and charge-transfer products while negative mode spectra also support electron capture mechanisms. The effect of different substrates on the sensitivity showed that substrates with lower thermal conductivity display higher sensitivities [100] . A thermal desorption mechanism is further supported by IR thermography images showing higher surface temperatures for the substrates giving higher sensitivities while the type of solvent did not have an observable difference on the heating rate and final temperature of the substrate. A "momentum transfer" mechanism may also come into play since the reported gas velocities (30 m/s) are on the same order as those used in neutral desorption (see below).
Coupled Techniques
Several methods have taken advantage of the ambient ionization properties of spray or plasma based techniques by desorbing or introducing the sample through a tandem technique.
For example, a series of methods using a laser beam for desorption of solids and liquids have been developed. ELDI uses an electrospray to ionize material ejected from a laser ablation event [126] . One of the motivations is to take advantage of the greater amount of neutrals, compared with ions, produced during laser desorption, but it is not clear how much signal comes from neutrals versus particles ejected. Laser ablation electrospray ionization (LAESI) proposes a new acronym because of the use of an electrospray in the cone-jet regime and a mid-IR laser for ablation, as opposed to ELDI [127] . Nemes and Vertes recall on the difference of the UV versus mid-IR light penetration in the samples (due to linear versus nonlinear absorption coefficients) and the phase explosion induced by mid-IR lasers above certain fluences [127] . The difference in the distance used between the sample and the ESI source in ELDI (approx. 3 mm) and LAESI (30 mm) is also used to show LAESI relies more on the particles ejected, which are able to travel over longer distances. At around the same time IR laser-assisted desorption electrospray ionization (IR LADESI) was introduced with the use of a nanoESI source for ionization [128] . Sampson et al. proposed LAESI and IR LADESI "may be better described as IR-MALDESI" (MALDESI ϭ matrix-assisted laser desorption electrospray ionization) because of the use of water as a matrix [25] . More recently, ESI was coupled to laser-induced acoustic desorption (LIAD) where a laser beam is directed at the back of a substrate surface containing the sample and desorption occurs due to the action of the propagating acoustic wave [26] .
Laser ablation as well as ESI mechanisms have been widely studied and, to a lesser extent, laser acoustic desorption, and can be called upon to describe these methods. However, the transport mechanisms in between are not so clear. For example, the ablated particles can be engulfed and dissolved by the ESI droplets followed by a conventional ESI mechanism or a DESI mechanism could also be possible for the larger particles. In the case of neutrals, ionization can proceed through gaseous ion-molecule reactions or via incorporation of analytes into droplets.
For a long time, laser desorption has been coupled to plasma based ionization techniques for elemental analysis but only recently with the aim of getting molecular information. Coon et al. developed laser desorption APCI by using a CO 2 laser to desorb sample from a liquid matrix [129] . Signal enhancements of more than three orders of magnitude with respect to AP IR-MALDI for some protonated molecular ions were reported [130] . Jorabchi and coworkers found, however, that by depositing the sample in an electrically isolated liquid droplet (on insulating support or acoustically levitated) it was possible to charge the droplet with a corona discharge and follow with laser desorption to generate enhanced signal which they termed chargeassisted laser desorption/ionization (CALDI) [131] . The ionization mechanisms are proposed to be MALDI related phenomena and the excess charge serves to prevent ion recombination [132] .
In the newly coupled laser ablation/FAPA, some of the mechanistic questions unanswered are of similar nature [133] . How much of the sample is liberated from the laser generated particles via thermal processes and how much is desorbed through other means (e.g., chemical sputtering)?
Several spray/electrospray techniques have also been developed. In FD-ESI, aerosols formed remotely via ultrasonic nebulization and are carried with N 2 gas to a glass chamber containing the ESI [134] . The mass spectra obtained were virtually the same as those from conventional ESI except the salt tolerance was greatly enhanced. It was proposed that the aerosols fuse with the electrosprayed droplets followed by normal electrospray ionization mechanisms. On the other hand, it was observed that at high salt concentrations adducts with salt were only present in aqueous ESI solutions, thus it was proposed that precipitation of salts is responsible for their absence in organic ESI solutions [134] . In EESI, a sample is directly nebulized onto the plume of an ESI source thus allowing untreated samples to be analyzed [66] . The proof of principle was performed with a concentric nebulizer, but recently the use of a piezoelectric transducer was proposed [64] . Liquid/liquid extraction between colliding droplets is proposed to allow analytes to be transported into the solvent electrospray.
Radio frequency acoustic desorption and ionization (RADIO) uses a similar approach while using a quartz crystal microbalance (QMC) electrode for nebulization purposes [135] . The QMC in RADIO is driven at 10 MHz, while the piezo transducer in the previously mentioned techniques is closer to 1.5 MHz, both in the overlapping radio and ultrasonic frequency ranges. It is not yet clear, however, what gains are obtained by using a higher or lower frequency.
In neutral desorption EESI, a stream of gas is impinged on the sample surface and the resulting liberated (evaporated or aerosolized) analyte is directed toward the ESI source [74] . The impinging gas velocity was reported to be in the order of 10 m/s. In contrast, DART has been reported to have gas velocities of 1 m/s at the source exit [119] . Although the high gas velocities are assumed to help the desorption/aerosolization process, a systematic study on the effect of gas velocity on sensitivity has not been reported so far. Analysis of liquid samples via ND-EESI has also been reported [75] . The configuration is reminiscent of a cross-flow nebulizer and sample liberation is proposed to be due to assisted evaporation and nebulization [75] . The use of the interaction of neutrals with ESI for ionization purposes, however, had been previously reported in secondary electrospray ionization (SESI) [6] . The ionization mechanisms have been proposed to go through two paths, including incorporation of the neutrals into the electrosprayed droplets and/or gas-phase ion-molecule reactions with electrospray-produced ions. The contribution of one mechanism as opposed to the other remains unclear and it probably changes according to the analyte and ESI solvent characteristics.
One theme is clear throughout the reviewed techniques: we are still far from fully understanding all the mechanisms. Hard proof is still lacking, even when some mechanisms have been proposed. Thus, much work is needed to fill the current information gaps preventing the proof and/or rejection of hypothesized processes, which will ultimately lead to improved techniques.
Terminology: "Biodiversity in the Acronym Zoo"
It is widely recognized that there are too many acronyms being generated for closely related ambient MS methods (for a compilation of acronyms, see Table 1) . At a recent symposium on Ambient Ionization Mass Spectrometry at Pittcon '09 in Chicago, several speakers declared that there should be "a moratorium on the creation of further acronyms." Cooks and coworkers, in their short reviews on ambient desorption/ionization MS in 2008 and 2009 [1, 136] , listed 17 different acronyms; Van Berkel's review on atmospheric pressure surface sampling/ionization techniques [8] listed 25 different acronyms! As already stated in the literature [1] , some "catchy" acronyms (for example, DART or ASAP) were chosen to be recognized as marketing tools for commercial implementations rather than being descriptive of certain processes occurring. On the other hand, there have also been arguments in the literature about the precise nomenclature for an accurate distinction between closely related methods. For example, some authors are adamant about a differentiation between EESI and SESI, a method and acronym originally introduced by Hill and coworkers [6] : for example, Martinez-Lozano and co-authors [137] argue that in cases where breath is analyzed, one should use the term SESI, whereas in our work on breath analysis, the acronym EESI was always used [5, 138] to indicate that breath is in fact an aerosol [139] . Yet other workers refer to this process as FD-ESI [134, 140] , and there are close similarities to a method called "remote reagent chemical ionization," which has appeared in the patent literature [141] . We suggest that these differences are not important enough to justify the use of more than one acronym. SESI, which is probably the most general description, could be used in all cases. A similar confusion about the use of acronyms has arisen for the laser-assisted methods (ELDI, MALDESI, LAESI, etc.). Are they really that different or are they rather characterized by similarities? The inventors of the different variants of methods based on laser desorption followed by ESI-postionization do point out distinguishing features, for example the use of an IR laser with a wavelength at 2.94 m, which is absorbed by the aqueous environment in biological samples in LAESI, versus other wavelengths in other embodiments. Again, we argue that the differences between these methods are too small to justify Ն4 acronyms. Table 1 summarizes the different techniques and according acronyms for ambient ionization, by classifying them according to the method used for volatilization/desorption of the analyte (e.g., thermal desorption, laser desorption, or a plasma source) and the method used for ionization (e.g., using an ionizing ESI spray). Note that in a few cases, desorption/ionization happens in a single step (e.g., in DESI), in which case the corresponding technique is listed in the column with the heading "direct." Several methods appear in more than one box, e.g., DAPPI. As noted before desorption in DAPPI could take place by a thermal mechanism, by momentum transfer, or a combination thereof. One will also note that some boxes in the table are populated with several acronyms; these are techniques that we propose could be named with a single acronym.
